
   SPECIFICATIONS 

Unlike wood, vinyl and other traditional building materials, Infinity fiber 

cement products will resist damage from hail or termite attacks, will resist 

rot, remain non-combustible, and be free from manufacturing defects.  

 

What’s more, Infinity fiber cement products feature realistic wood grain 

and textures, come in an incredible array of colors and are paintable for 

unlimited design possibilities. 

 

Combining the appearance and workability of wood with the 

durability of specially formulated fiber cement, Infinity Lap Siding not 

only looks great but lasts considerably longer than traditional exterior 

wall cladding or vinyl siding. 

    Termite resistant 

    Impact resistant 

    Rot resistant 

    Weather resistant 

    Non-Combustible 

Our Traditional Cedar texture features a deep, realistic, 

wood grain appearance for an unbeatable classic style, 

while the Smooth texture creates a cleaner, modern 

aesthetic. 

Thickness Width Length Exposure 

5/16 ’’ 5 1/4  ’’ 12’ 4 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 6 1/4  ’’ 12’ 5 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 7 1/4  ’’ 12’ 6 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 8 1/4  ’’ 12’ 7 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 9 1/4  ’’ 12’ 8 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 12   ’’ 12’ 10 3/4  ’’ 

LaMateriautech.com/INFINITYFiberCement 

AVAILABLE TEXTURES 

Traditional Cedar Smooth 

LEED
®

  certified  

Beautiful. Durable. Incredible.  

LAP SIDING 



MULTISHAKE 

PANEL SIDING 

Designed for everything from sidewalls to overhead accents, Infinity 

Panel Siding adds beautifully versatile – and exceedingly durable – 

distinction to your next project. 

Thickness Width Length 

5/16 ’’ 4’ 8’ 

5/16 ’’ 4’ 9’ 

5/16 ’’ 4’ 10’ 

Featuring the natural beauty of cedar, our Shingles and Multishakes 

provide everything from small facades to full wall applications the 

appearance of wood without the wear and tear. Our Multishakes 

achieve the look of individual shingles in easy-to-install panels. 

Perfection Shingles Random Square 
Straight Edge 

Random Square 
Staggered Edge 

Individual Shakes 

Straight Edge 

Individual Shakes 
Staggered Edge 

Thickness Width Length 

5/16 ’’ ou 1/4 ’’ 48 ’’ 16 ’’ 

5/16 ’’ 48 ’’ 12 ’’ 

Half Rounds Octagons 

Thickness Width Length 

1/4 ’’ 12 ’’ 18 ’’ 

1/4 ’’ 8 ’’ 18 ’’ 

1/4 ’’ 6 ‘’ 18 ’’ 

Thickness Width Length 

1/4 ’’ 12 ’’ 18 ’’ 

1/4 ’’ 8 1/4 
’’ 18 ’’ 

1/4 ’’ 6 1/4 
’’ 18 ’’ 

Multishake 

Individual Shake Shingles - Combed 

Individual Shake Shingles - Cedar 

AVAILABLE TEXTURES  

8 ’’ OC Groove 

Traditional Cedar 

Stucco 

Smooth 

   SPECIFICATIONS 

   SPECIFICATIONS 



Choose from our 22 solid colors  
or 8 distinctive natural-wood stains. 

Autumn Red Sable Brown Hearthstone Suede Taupe 

Nantucket Gray Cypress Olive Forest Pacific Blue 

Coastal Blue Flagstone Pewter Granite Gray Natural Clay 

Savanah Wicker Marigold Light Maple Desert Tan Linen 

Sterling Grey Snow 

With Infinity, your opportunities are limitless. 

That’s because we’ve partnered with PPG Paints to ensure our proprietary DURACOLOR® Finishing System not only 

protects against the elements, but also brings out your style in a gorgeous palette of eye-catching designer colors.  

 

While our specialized primer/sealer ensures premium weather protection, machine-applied coats of DURACOLOR® color 

provide consistent coverage on all surfaces and seal each piece for maximum resistance to exterior exposure. The result is 

a seamlessly smooth look and feel. Best of all, your Infinity pieces are covered by PPG’s 15/25-year limited finish warranty. 

15/25 
YEAR 

Have a specific look in mind? Custom colors are also available! Don’t limit 

yourself to standard color collections, contact us for more details on our 

custom-color program. 

Ébène Cèdre de l’Ouest Foncé Gris Antique Séquoia Pâle 

Braise Portobello Érable Blanc Arctique 

DURACOLOR®  



50 
YEAR 

Infinity fiber cement products are backed by  

our 50-year limited transferable warranty*. 

*Please review our limited transferable warranty for specific details at  lamateriautech.com/infinityfibercement . 

From traditional to more 

modern styles, Infinity fiber 

cement siding, shakes, shingles 

and trim can make any home 

look absolutely amazing.  

Better still, Infinity products’ 

exceptional durability means 

your home’s curb appeal can 

last a lifetime. 

LaMateriautech.com/INFINITYFiberCement 

Allura manufactures all of our fiber cement 

products and offers the warranty coverage. 


